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No issue in Mexican politics received more attention in selecting
the 1982 presidential candidate than the role of the technocrat. The
technocrat's influence on the Mexican state has had widespread conse
quences, such as changing political recruitment patterns, altering the
socialization of political leaders, shifting career channels essential to
advancement within the political system, and most significantly, caus
ing adjustments in the stability of the political system. Crucial to any
discussion of the changing role played by the technocrat in Mexican
politics is a clear understanding of the term technocrat. This essay there
fore will discuss conceptualizations of the technocrat, attempt a work
ing definition of the term in the Mexican context, provide empirical
evidence as to the presence of technocrats in Mexican politics, and sug
gest possible consequences for the political system.

THE CONCEPT OF THE TECHNOCRAT

The issue of the technocrat is part of two larger theoretical ques
tions. These questions have been raised in the study of local politics by
North American political scientists and in examinations of contempo
rary political leadership by intellectuals. The study of local politics
compares the leadership potential of elective and managerial elites. 1

Analysts of local politics suggest that each type of leader has certain
advantages and disadvantages. But the crucial differences between the
elective leader (or politician) and the appointive manager (or techno
crat) are that the means of access to office determines responsiveness to
given constituencies as well as differential skills. The question of con
stituency responsiveness has little relevance to the Mexican scene be
cause the election itself until recently has had little to do with how
decision makers achieve their positions. This statement does not imply
that politicians do not respond to certain constituencies; however, the
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key Mexican decision makers at the national level, with the exception of
the president, are not elected.

The second issue, the differences in skills that characterize the
two types of leaders, will be discussed at length. Intellectuals, most
notably c. ~ Snow, raised this theoretical issue in observing that the
twentieth century has witnessed a growing incompatibility between hu
manists and scientists, or more broadly, between generalists (politi
cians) and specialists (technocrats).2 These two groups remain distinct
because their experiences and values are so divergent as to prevent
them from communicating with one another. The consequences of the
failure of these two groups to communicate effectively is a central issue,
and it too will be discussed in the Mexican context.

As Merilee Grindle has argued, the characteristics "generally at
tributed to the tecnico are that he has specialized knowledge; he is re
cruited and advanced in his career through universalistic criteria of
evaluation; he is apolitical and considers himself to be above politics; he
makes decisions on the basis of rationality and efficiency; he often
tends to underestimate the need to consider questions of human rela
tions and politics in his work; and he is increasingly influential in policy
making."3 Grindle's examination of these assumed attributes identifies
deviations that emerge when they are applied to the Mexican case.
Such ascriptions may give a general sense of the technocrat, but they
exaggerate certain qualities. In the Mexican context, most of the asser
tions about the nature of the technocrat prove to be untrue because the
line dividing the politician from the technocrat is a fine one. In fact,
as Grindle concludes, making a hard-and-fast distinction between the
politician and the technocrat is not helpful in understanding the trends
in this type of leadership.4 It therefore makes more sense to use the
term political technocrat rather than technocrat to distinguish this type of
leader from the typical politician.

I would argue that in Mexico all top-level decision makers are
politicians but that it is possible to delineate certain types of politicians
on the basis of education, career experiences, means of recruitment,
and sources of influence. Such variables contribute to the values and
skills held by political technocrats and distinguish them from nontech
nical public officials. A reexamination and redefinition of the character
istics listed by Grindle may serve to establish a more useful definition.

The first characteristic generally attributed to political technocrats
is that they have acquired specialized knowledge that gives them ex
pertise in the positions held. Expertise, however, may be acquired in
various ways, including education, on-the-job training, and career ex
perience. Furthermore, the assumption that individuals' expertise cor
respollds to the positions held at anyone time may be naive. If exper
tise is of any value for understanding the nature and role of political
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technocrats, empirical data must be obtained over a long period so that
trends in this type of leadership will become apparent. No astute ob
server of the Mexican political system would argue that individuals al
ways hold positions related to their special knowledge or skills, even if
one can define what a political technocrat is and whether a given indi
vidual meets the necessary criteria. What I will argue instead is that
political technocrats have been on the political scene since the 1930s,
that they are increasing numerically in the Mexican political system,
that this trend is unlikely to be reversed, and that the career patterns of
political technocrats have probable consequences for the political
system. 5

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIZATION AND THE POLITICAL TECHNOCRAT

One can examine empirically the degree of specialization present
among Mexican politicians by looking for changes in the following vari
ables: the number of different disciplines represented in their educa
tional backgrounds; the increase in newer specializations, which have
been associated almost by definition with political technocrats; the
amount of graduate education; and the expansion in educational expe
riences outside of Mexico.

It is not surprising that as a political system modernizes, as de
cision making becomes more complex, and as educational opportuni
ties increase, political leaders attain higher levels of formal education. 6

In fact, 75 percent of all political leaders in Mexico since the 1930s,
whether in the government or in opposition parties, have received col
lege degrees. 7 If we confine our observations to cabinet secretaries and
directors of the major state agencies, however, a gradual, but definite,
trend emerges in the educational levels of those officeholders from the
mid-1930s to the present. These two positions in the Mexican system
have been selected because they are believed by most observers to be
the ones that wield political power and allocate resources. 8

The information in table 1 demonstrates that the level of educa
tion of cabinet secretaries has changed. Sixty-five percent of those who
began their careers in the Lazaro Cardenas administration had college
educations. Eighty-five percent of L6pez Mateos's collaborators in the
late 1950s had college educations. In the de la Madrid administration,
the number of agency heads with college educations reached 100 per
cent for the first time in Mexican history. A trend that can also be seen
in tables 1 and 2 is that subsecretaries often foreshadow trends among
their superiors, and interestingly, among all officeholders. Since the
1930s, assistant secretaries have often been the best-educated group in
the government. 9

As I have argued elsewhere, what makes the figures for Mexican
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TABLE 1 Educational Levels among Mexican Cabinet Secretaries and Subsecretaries,
by Administration*

Level of
Education Cardenas L6pez Ma teos de La Madrid
Attained (1935-1940) (1958-1964) (1982-1983)

Sec. Subsec. Sec. Subsec. Sec. Subsec.
(%) (0/0 ) (0/0 ) (0/0 ) (%) (%)

Primary 35 21 15 8 0 3
through
preparatory

University 43 55 59 67 30 44

Graduate 11 16 21 21 66 53
work

Medical 11 8 5 5 3 0
degree**

Totals 100 (63) 100 (38) 100 (75) 101 (66) 99 (30) 100 (34)

*Cabinet secretaries and subsecretaries include individuals who have served as directors
and subdirectors of major decentralized agencies and federal banks. The banks national
ized after September 1982 are not included in order to keep the data comparable. All data
on cabinet secretaries are taken from information compiled by the author on all high-level
officeholders in Mexico from June 1935 through May 1983. The Mexican Political Biographies
Project contains 1363 individual entries. Career information and background data for indi
viduals holding positions described in this table and table 2 are complete for approxi
mately 85 percent of the population.
**The medical degree is differentiated from graduate work because it, along with law, has
been the traditional degree earned by college-educated Mexicans and politicians, at least
since the nineteenth century.

politicians significant is that higher education is not widely accessible
to Mexicans. 1o North American officeholders in comparable positions
would have similar educational prerequisites, but access to all levels
of education is widespread in the United States. Unlike their North
American counterparts, college-educated Mexicans receive professional
degrees in such fields as law, engineering, medicine, or architecture
rather than the bachelor of arts or science degrees that most North
American graduates earn. Politicians in Mexico constitute a distinct
educational elite, and heads of agencies and their assistants are an even
more selective group within the larger political leadership. But for the
purposes of determining trends in skills attributed to political techno
crats, the amount of graduate work completed is an even better mea
sure than a college degree. Because it is becoming increasingly common
for middle-class Mexicans to obtain undergraduate degrees, graduate
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work-especially from private universities-is the new point of demar
cation for the elite.

The trends in postprofessional education among Mexican deci
sion makers are remarkable. In the 1930s, only 11 percent of cabinet
leaders and 16 percent of subcabinet leaders had obtained education
beyond their professional degree. By the late 1950s, 21 percent of all
secretaries had graduate education. In the de la Madrid administration,
two-thirds of all cabinet secretaries had attained this level of education
as well as more than half of the subsecretaries (see table 1). Thus, the
number of leaders with graduate education increased nearly fivefold by
1983.

These general educational characteristics demonstrate another
complementary pattern. As the number of individuals without univer
sity degrees declined to a tiny minority of decision makers, those for
merly without any higher education completed their first professional
degree; thus, in the 1950s, the figures for university-educated agency
heads increased substantially over those for the 1930s. But in the last
twenty years, the numbers of those with only university degrees have
declined and leveled off, and now the postprofessional category is
growing at the fastest rate.

Perhaps a more accurate indicator of technical expertise is the
type of education received. A review of disciplines studied by politi
cians reveals several important characteristics about the political sys
tem. Not surprisingly, among all politicians from 1935 to 1983, law still
prevails as the most popular professional degree, with 56 percent of the
college-educated having graduated in law. Among all university-edu
cated politicians, the law degree is followed in importance by arts and
letters (13 percent), engineering (10 percent), medical and dental (10
percent), and economics and accounting (8 percent).ll The two posi
tions most important to decision making, however, reveal some inter
esting educational trends.

There are several reasons why law has always dominated the
educational backgrounds of politicians: a law degree provides skills
useful to a political career; the faculty at the National University has
been politicized; and law is the field from which teaching politicians
have traditionally recruited disciples. Thus law continued to attract stu
dents hoping for political careers, and their numbers even increased
slightly from the 1930s through the 1950s. But since the 1950s, the pat
tern has changed (see table 2). Law has begun to decline as the disci
pline chosen by future politicians. Three other broad areas have shown
a marked increase: economics and accounting, engineering and archi
tecture, and liberal arts and the sciences. Although only 6 percent of all
cabinet secretaries in the 1930s were trained in accounting and econom
ics, by the 1980s, this category had increased sixfold. While agency
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TA B L E 2 Trends in University Degrees among Mexican Cabinet Secretaries and
Subsecretaries, by Administration

Type of
Degree Cardenas Lopez Mateos de La Madrid
Received (1935-1940 ) (1958-1964) (1982-1983)

Sec. Subsec. Sec. Subsec. Sec. Subsec.
(%) (0/0 ) (0/0 ) (%) (0/0 ) (0/0 )

None 32 21 16 9 0 3

Law and 52 51 55 58 30 24
Medicine

Economics 6 5 7 9 37 29
and
Accounting

Architecture 8 21 15 20 13 21
and
Engineering

Other* 2 3 7 5 20 24

Totals 100 (65) 101 (39) 100 (74) 101 (66) 100 (30) 101 (34)

*Refers to degrees in the liberal arts, public administration, political science, communica
tions, industrial relations, and the natural sciences. Political science and the sciences
predominate in this category.

heads with university training in engineering and architecture have
nearly doubled, the proportional change in fields like political science,
communications, and the natural and physical sciences has been most
dramatic, with a tenfold increase since the Cardenas era.

These changes are important for two reasons. In the first place,
they reflect attitudinal changes as to what politicians themselves value
as part of their credentials. Politicians as a group seem to believe that
the political system or the state now places a higher value on a new set
of credentials: graduate education and degrees in disciplines other than
law and medicine. In the past, most politicians were willing to gain
educational expertise in a second area only after receiving a law degree
first. Miguel de la Madrid represents the generation that made this
transition, combining the traditional law degree with postprofessional
training in a nontraditional field. But figures for the younger genera
tions, as represented by many assistant secretaries in the de la Madrid
administration, clearly suggest that the traditional law degree is no
longer necessary and that for the first time in Mexican political history,
more than half of the assistant secretaries have chosen to obtain their
initial degree outside of law or medicine. This choice is mirrored in the
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political recruitment process and the career success of politicians. As
these young politicians assume leadership roles in camarillas and use
the university system to teach and recruit new disciples, they will in
crease the number of politicians who will follow in their footsteps.

The level of educational specialization characterizing political
technicians in Mexico is indicative of another change in values. In the
first place, the political leadership (not only those who are political
technocrats) have become convinced that degree specialization and ad
vanced education are necessary in the federal bureaucracy. Second, tra
ditional politicians obviously believe that this special knowledge is suf
ficiently useful to appoint subordinates with such skills. Finally, the
increase in advanced specialized training implies that expertise may be
more important in solving social and economic problems than are po
litical skills. Indeed, expertise is viewed an asset in maintaining the
stability of the political system, the quality most important to all estab
lishment politicians.

The source of educational expertise is also an important factor.
Few Mexican politicians receive their undergraduate education abroad.
To do so would prevent early entry into the political system, given the
fact that native educational institutions, primarily public institutions in
Mexico City, provide the pool for political recruitment. But many of
the Mexican politicians who receive postprofessional education do so
abroad. Unfortunately, the entire biographical data set has not been
coded to evaluate this information. But it has been determined that 63
percent of the de la Madrid cabinet have studied abroad, most com
monly at Yale, Harvard, and Wisconsin, as well as at the University of
London and other English institutions. The fact that more politicians
are obtaining such educational experiences is reflected in the back
grounds of two of Mexico's recent presidents, both of whom studied in
Chile, and in that of the current president, Miguel de la Madrid, who
received a master's degree in public administration from Harvard. 12

The significance of educational experiences abroad for Mexico's
political and cultural elite has not been fully examined. Foreign values
obtained through such experiences may directly or indirectly affect
policy-making. 13 For example, it has been suggested that Luis Echeve
rria's affection for Salvador Allende and his interest in Chile can be
attributed partially to Echeverria's attending school there in the 1940s.
A more specific example is cabinet member Ramon Beteta, a political
technocrat whose economic ideas were greatly influenced by the North
American writers and statesmen with whom he became familiar as an
undergraduate at the University of Texas. 14

It should be noted that an educational experience in a foreign
country does not automatically produce a positive or negative response
to that country's values or political traditions. Also, students with cer-
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tain orientations may select specific countries, thus the experience
abroad may reinforce preconceived notions. It is nonetheless true that
Mexicans who have studied abroad have been affected ideologically.
Specifically, in a study of prominent intellectuals since the 1920s, I
found that those with neoliberal ideas (a philosophy corresponding to
that held by most politicians of the period) were more likely to have
lived in the United States (79 percent) than were their peers who pro
fessed Marxist views (36 percent). 15 However affected and for whatever
reasons, more Mexicans are studying abroad.

The degree to which would-be political technocrats or intellectu
als attempt to apply their experiences abroad when they return home
is also important. Latin Americans have often been criticized by their
own political and intellectual leaders, as well as by North American
intellectual historians, for trying to implement solutions that imitate
European or North American models. 16 The hallmark of the Mexican
political system that has made it successful to some degree is its unique
pragmatism, which developed out of experiences before and after the
revolution. But as political technocrats become more esteemed in the
political system, and as they bring advanced educational experiences,
both domestic and foreign, with them, they also bring intellectual bag
gage that is foreign to the needs of Mexico and her political system.
Indeed, this result may well be the most significant of the multitude of
consequences of the use of political technocrats for the Mexican state.

The argument that political technocrats view the political system
differently than do their traditional counterparts is obviously difficult to
prove. Many of the older politicians whom I interviewed are convinced
that political technocrats do see things differently and that their differ
ing views have practical consequences. 17 A number of interviews with
traditional politicians that appeared in the Mexican press during 1983
included the traditional politicians' lament that they as a group are dis
appearing from the political scene.

A specific illustration of an inappropriate foreign idea can be
found in the earlier political career of Manuel Bartlett Diaz, currently
Secretary of Government in the de la Madrid administration. Bartlett
Diaz studied in Manchester and Paris and subsequently organized the
Movimiento Revolucionario de Juventud of the Partido Revolucionario
Institucional (PRJ) in the 1960s, which was patterned after the Spanish
Falange. The movement's activities were later restricted by President
Gustavo Diaz Ordaz, and the press attributed its failure to the attempt
to apply unworkable European ideas to the Mexican reality.18 A more
subtle example of foreign influences in the de la Madrid administration
is revealed in the president's order that all of his colleagues in the fed
eral bureaucracy, from the level of director generalship on up, make
public their curricula vitae "to show the Mexican people the personality,
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preparation, and merits of the women and men who serve in the Fed
eral Goverment.,,19 This procedure, which had never before occurred in
Mexico, was described by de la Madrid as a form of social communica
tion that he learned in public administration, the discipline he studied
at Harvard. Although it can be argued that the socialization experiences
generated by political institutions themselves are stronger than the
learning environment of higher t:ducation, the fact is that numerous
incremental changes are taking place in those institutions that ulti
mately will reinforce and institutionalize practices learned elsewhere.
Thus, as many small changes in attitudes and behavior shared by politi
cal technocrats are incorporated into the political process, often so sub
tly as to be difficult to perceive, they become legitimate practices.

The value that the Mexican political system places on educational
expertise, and consequently on political technocrats, can also be exem
plified by the impact of these credentials on career success. To what
extent do those with higher education and more specialized degrees
continue their political careers? Studies of both the Mexican and Span
ish cabinets suggest that politicians with technical expertise increase the
longevity of their political careers in comparison with those lacking
such qualifications. 2o It does seem logical that in the interplay of vari
ables that determine the choice of top decision makers in Mexico, an
individual with specialized expertise would have an added advantage
in the selection process. As Peter Smith concluded in his important
study, one of "the strongest determinants of success" in Mexican poli
tics is a university education. 21

RECRUITMENT CRITERIA AND THE POLITICAL TECHNICIAN

Two other criteria that scholars usually attribute to the political
technocrats are that they are recruited and advanced in their careers by
means of universalistic evaluation criteria and that they are apolitical. In
my opinion, these two criteria are more applicable to the English and
North American political systems than to the Mexican system. As I
argued earlier, technicians are not so much apolitical as far less experi
enced politically than the politicians who lack technical expertise. While
at face value these two criteria do not apply to Mexico, if carefully
redefined, certain elements of each may be valuable in determining the
role of the political technocrat in Mexican politics.

It is clear that top-level personnel decisions in Mexico are influ
enced by a combination of factors, among them the confidence that a
superior has in a particular subordinate, the political skills of the ap
pointee, the group of camarilla connections shared by superior and sub
ordinate, the freedom given to superiors by the president to choose
their own subordinates, the particular expertise of the individual being
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considered and its relationship to the position, and the values shared
by both parties. 22 Thus political technocrats are not judged on merit
alone, but like their nontechnical peers, on some or all of these quali
ties. Nevertheless, a number of changes in Mexico's recruitment pro
cess might favor the political technocrat.

It is likely that educational institutions are increasingly encourag
ing the emergence of political technocrats. The reasons for this trend
are several. In the mentor-disciple relationship found among politicians
as well as intellectuals, individuals in a position to recruit will naturally
choose their disciples among students who have similar values and ex
periences. 23 As more and more mentors have taken on the characteris
tics of political technocrats, a pattern that began gradually in the 1920s,
the number of political technocrats who were mentors has multiplied.
Thus the political technocrats who teach at the National University are
likely to produce younger versions of themselves rather than traditional
politicians. Furthermore, a recruiting process based on selection by
those already in office becomes self-perpetuating. This recruitment pro
cess is reinforced by universal changes in the value placed on higher
and specialized education among all types of leadership groups.

As educational institutions have increased their influence over
the recruitment process, a corresponding decline has occurred in the
role that the PRI (the official party), the labor unions, and earlier the
army have played in recruitment. These three institutions have been
the main sources for recruiting traditional politicians in Mexico, indi
viduals generally without special expertise who rose to the top of the
system because of their pragmatic ability to deal with political problems
and carry out political tasks for their superiors. But as educational insti
tutions, especially the National University, have grown in scope, new
faculties, notably economics and political and social sciences, have in
volved themselves more and more in the recruitment process. Fur
thermore, EI Colegio de Mexico, a highly specialized institution whose
primary focus has been advanced training, has begun to share this
function now that its alumni are taking their places in the political lead
ership. The Colegio's contribution to this trend will increase the propor
tion of political technocrats because the very goal of the Colegio has
been to remain as much as possible outside the realm of politics. 24

The other notable change taking place in the last decade has
been the gradual shift from public to private universities. Approxi
mately 6 percent of the top administrators in the de la Madrid adminis
tration received their undergraduate training in private schools. This
figure seems insignificant when compared to the total figures for gradu
ates from public schools, but when examined as an indicator of a trend
in the 1980s and contrasted to the figure of fewer than 1 percent of the
administrators in previous regimes with undergraduate degrees from
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private universities, it suggests a significant sixfold increase. As Daniel
Levy has shown, the curriculum and values of the top private schools
are distinct from those taught in public institutions. 25 Access to these
institutions is restricted to much smaller pools of parents who can pay
the tuition. Private universities promote a nonpolitical environment,
and graduates of private schools have little interaction with working
and lower-middle-class students. Shared educational experiences with
leadership groups in the cultural and entrepreneurial worlds may alter
their relationships with one another. Interviews with public sector lead
ers demonstrate a tendency among certain agencies to prefer selected
private university undergraduates (such as those from the Instituto Tec
nol6gico Aut6nomo de Mexico) to graduates of the Universidad Na
cional Aut6noma de Mexico (UNAM).26 This internal trend and that of
education abroad, however, may be complicated or temporarily side
tracked by the recent devaluation and the resulting inability of Mexi
cans to pay the higher costs of private and foreign educ~tion. 27

PAROCHIAL CAREERISM AND THE POLITICAL TECHNOCRAT

There is no doubt that the top decision makers in Mexico are
increasingly individuals who have followed careers in academia and
public administration and who lack experience with mass political orga
nizations, such as the party or labor unions. This trend is sometimes
difficult to detect over time. Since 1920 the political scene has been
dominated by three career patterns that I call the electoral path, the
electoral-administrative path, and the administrative path. In the early
years, most Mexican politicians followed the first two of these paths,
taking part at the local or national level in party and electoral politics as
civilians (most commonly lawyers) or as self-made revolutionary of
ficers. But even at the beginning of the postrevolutionary era, a number
of well-educated people followed largely administrative careers in the
national bureaucracy, even though they also participated in political
groups and were active participants in local and national elections. 28

All three career paths still exist in the 1980s, but the distribution
of politicians who follow each pattern has changed sharply. The elec
toral path was commonly taken by politicians in the 1920s and 1930s
and the electoral administrative path by those rising to prominence in
the 1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s. But by the 1970s, the administrative
path became dominant and will continue to be so for the foreseeable
future. 29 The dominance of this career path is both a cause and a result
of the increasing presence of political technocrats in Mexico. The values
of political technocrats as the most typical recruiters are becoming insti
tutionalized within the Mexican political system. 30 President de la Ma
drid himself illustrates this general trend.
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De la Madrid's career has been spent in the federal bureaucracy,
beginning in 1953, when he was employed in the legal department of
the Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior. Although he was a law stu
dent, de la Madrid wrote his thesis on economic thought in the 1857
Constitution. He compiled the second-highest grade point average in
his law school class and received a public administration degree in the
United States, the first Mexican president to have been educated there.
Every federal post that de la Madrid held was financial in nature, and
indeed, his original mentor was Ernesto Fernandez Hurtado, Director
of the Banco de Mexico. Although formally a member of the PRJ since
1963 and active as a student orator and leader at the law school, de la
Madrid had never held a party post nor run for elective office. 31

De la Madrid symbolized tht: ascension to control of the new
Mexican administrative elite, which is made up of political technocrats.
The data in table 3 show that even since the 1930s, few cabinet mem
bers or immediate subordinates have been political militants or have
used political party posts to rise to the top. Traditionally, one-fifth of
Mexico's cabinet secretaries were also high party officials, a proportion
that should have increased as the party increased its strength and be
came integral to the government. Instead, however, the number of poli
ticians holding high party posts has stabilized at about one-seventh,
and this trend has been equally true of the careers of secretaries (table
3). For the first time in recent political history, cabinet secretaries (the
most prestigious group within the Mexican political system) have held
high party posts in numbers fewer than all other politicians.

The clearest absolute decline in career experiences for all politi
cians has been in the military. Military experience has leveled off at
about 5 percent of cabinet and subcabinet groups in the present admin
istration. No cabinet secretary born after 1930 has followed a military
career (see tables 3 and 4). Union careers also have displayed an inter
esting pattern. Initially, their numbers were small among Cardenas's
closest collaborators, probably because unions only recently had been
organized and had not yet reached their zenith as recruiting institu
tions. By the 1950s, and in part because Lopez Mateos was personally
involved with labor in the national teachers' union, twice as many cabi
net secretaries came from union career backgrounds. Again, while sub
secretaries in the Cardenas administration foretold the increasing trend
toward more labor union careers in the backgrounds of secretaries in
the 1950s, the small representation of union careers among subsecre
taries in the 1950s foretold the pattern for the 1980s. In fact, in the two
earlier administrations analyzed in table 3, cabinet secretaries followed
union careers in numbers equivalent to all political leaders. But by 1983,
none of them had such experiences, compared to 15 percent of all other
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TA B L E 3 Career Trends among Mexican Cabinet Secretaries and Subsecretaries, by
Administration

Career Post Cardenas Lopez Mateos de la Madrid
Held* (1935-1940) (1958-1964) (1982-1983)

Sec. Subsec. Sec. Subsec. Sec. Subsec.
(%) (0/0 ) (%) (%) (%) (0/0 )

Union 8 10 16 6 0 6
leader

Military 22 10 8 5 6 0**
officer

Top party 18 5 20 7 12 3
post***

Any party 12 13 22 14 12 18****
post***

Local 12 8 8 5 0 6
deputy

Federal 32 13 33 21 3 9
deputy

Mayor 12 8 8 5 3 6

*Because some individuals have held more than one post and others have held none in
these categories, column totals may be more or less than 100 percent.

**One subsecretary was a career officer before 1976, but data were insufficient to include
him.

***Refers to positions held only in the PRJ or its antecedents.

****The vast majority of these subsecretaries held positions in the Instituto de Estudios
Politicos, Econ6micos y Sociales (IEPES) of the PRJ during the campaign of 1982. De la
Madrid apparently believed that these individuals needed more party experience, even if
in the most technical agency of the party.

politicians. If the age of the secretary is examined, this downward trend
was already apparent by the generation born in the 1920s.

The other pattern shown is that of local electoral experiences
among political leaders. Experience as either 'local deputy or mayor has
largely remained a stable proportion in the careers of all politicians
from the 1930s through the 1980s, but the presence of this group has
declined sharply among heads of federal agencies and has been nearly
eliminated in the careers of secretaries (table 3). As for federal deputies,
only one cabinet secretary, Jesus Reyes Heroles, previously held that
post. He is also the only appointee at the cabinet level who has held
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TAB L E 4 Career Trends among Mexican Cabinet Secretaries, by Date of Birth*

Career Post 1880-89 1890-99 1900-9 1910-19 1920-29 1930-on
Held** (%) (0/0) (%) (%) (0/0) (0/0)

High party 20 19 9 11 11 6
post

Any party 5 8 19 23 22 27
post

Union 5 4 6 27 9 2
leader

Military 45 19 8 7 7 0
officer

Local 5 12 3 7 4 3
deputy

Federal 35 30 24 18 9 9
deputy

Mayor 5 4 3 5 4 0

*Seven individuals were born prior to 1880, a number too small to break down into these
categories.
**Because some individuals may have held more than one post and others may have held
none in these categories, column totals may be more or less than 100 percent.

elective office, also having served as mayor of Tuxpan, Veracruz, his
hometown.

The absence of electoral experience at the local, state, and na
tional level, and the decline in the number of top party positions held
by cabinet secretaries and subsecretaries in the de la Madrid adminis
tration indicate the parochial nature of political technocrats' careers.
Politicians have only so much time in which to learn a variety of skills
that will advance their careers and make their tenure in decision-mak
ing posts more successful. Some of these skills may be technical, others
are political. This situation suggests that currently, by the time political
technocrats reach their first important posts in the Mexican govern
ment, they have devoted less time to obtaining certain political skills or
experiences and more time to acquiring expertise in a particular admin
istrative area. Compared to traditional Mexican politicians, political
technocrats have little direct experience with the masses, or for that
matter, comparatively little experience with making political decisions
and bargaining with other politicians.
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VALUES OF THE POLITICAL TECHNICIAN

The final two characteristics attributed to the political technocrats
are that they often underestimate the importance of human relations
and politics and that they make decisions on the basis of rationality and
efficiency. As I have tried to demonstrate in the preceding sections, the
political technocrats incorporate qualities and skills of both politicians
and technocrats. Many technocrats who would like to be politicians are
weeded out before they reach high positions in Mexico. Without certain
political skills, a technician would rarely rise to a policy-making posi
tion. Competent politicians who are not technocrats also base their de
cisions on rationality and efficiency. The difference between the two
types of individuals is a question of degree, but that difference affects
not only style but substance.

Today's political technocrats believe that expert knowledge can
be successfully applied to solving concrete problems. This belief sug
gests that the identification of problems and the formulation of policies
to solve those problems may be more significant than their implementa
tion. Thus it might well be that a change is taking place within the
Mexican state, a subtle, but significant, change in which greater empha
sis is given to the policy formulation side of the decision-making pro
cess than to policy application.

Perhaps the most important characteristic of Mexican political
technicians is the nature of their political skills and their attitudes to
wards them. As the result of specialized education and experiences
abroad, their attitude suggests that western technology can solve most
human and social problems. This view is further enhanced by a belief
that what Mexico needs most is good administration, a concept synony
mous with efficiency. President L6pez Portillo, in commenting on the
qualifications of his successor, reinforced this view when he stated that
Miguel de la Madrid "es un hombre joven que permitira un renuevo ge
neracional, con criterios modernos....,,32 Ironically, this attitude sug
gests a superficial throwback to the prerevolutionary era, where one of
the watchwords of the Porfiriato was "little politics-much administra
tion." Of course, the substance is quite different, but some Mexicans
are concerned because they draw a parallel between the Cientificos of
that era and the new class of political technocrats of the present age.
Cientificos conveyed an air of arrogance in their conviction that rational
thought and scientific principles could solve any problem. 33

In the same way, many young public administrators have little
respect for the experience and the political skills of their older counter
parts, believing that their own formal credentials are more useful for
bureaucratic decision making than years of on-the-job training. This
particular attitude reached a high point under President Echeverria,
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who effectively skipped an entire generation of Mexican leaders by giv
ing positions of responsibility to many young, well-educated specialists
who had almost no political experience. Any analysis of the difficulties
of his regime should not ignore the inefficiency of many young politi
cal technocrats as administrators and the resentment they occasioned
among the educated classes and older politicians. 34

Politicians, like all human beings, are socialized by experience.
Anyone wanting to follow a public career examines the patterns that
appear to be most successful. Modeling themselves after the career of
the most successful Mexican politician, the president, prospective lead
ers would correctly conclude that advanced education, specialized
knowledge in a field like economics or communications, graduate work
abroad, several years of teaching at UNAM, and a career entirely within
the federal bureaucracy would most likely enhance one's opportunities
to rise to the top. This pattern would offer little encouragement for an
aspiring young politician to become a militant in the PRI, the Confede
raci6n de Trabajadores de Mexico (CTM) or the Confederaci6n Nacional
Campesina (CNC), to run for mayor, local deputy, federal deputy, or
senator, or to seek positions in the party hierarchy as means of obtain
ing an influential post in a government agency.

The most ominous implications of the attitudes of the political
technocrats, however, do not result from the career path they choose to
follow, but from the skills they utilize to make and implement deci
sions. Because in the usual pattern, individuals are recruited from the
university classroom directly into the federal government, successful
politicians are becoming extremely adept at small-group interpersunal
skills, as they maneuver within various camarillas on their way up the
political ladder. At the same time, however, they increasingly lack the
political skills required for handling conflicts among large, autonomous
groups, or between the state and one or more of those groups.35 U.S.
studies show that decision makers with liberal arts educations are much
better at coping with a wide range of problems and that their interper
sonal skills surpass those of the educated specialist. 36 Hence, the edu
cation of political technicians is unlikely to be conducive to the later
acquisition of political skills through career experiences.

CONCLUSIONS

Political technocrats in Mexico can be conceptualized implicitly, if
not explicitly, as a group of individuals whose level of education, disci
pline of specialization, experiences abroad, and career experiences all
lead them to stress the use of specialized knowledge for solving human
and social problems. They are likely to believe that western technology
provides the most useful models for resolving developmental issues, to
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value efficient administration as the key to the state's solving such prob
lems, and to assume that a bureaucratic solution exists for most hu
man questions. 3? Political technocrats have definitely been increasing
in Mexico for some time, and they now dominate the agencies most
responsible for allocating federal revenues to economic and social
problems.

The influence of political technocrats on Mexico's future has a
number of probable consequences. In response to increased dissatisfac
tion among certain groups in the population, the state has begun to
reform its electoral laws, thus encouraging increased participation by
opposing political groups and advancing the expansion of other au
tonomous groups with political interests, such as labor. 38 Although the
state is trying to respond to societal pressures in order to survive, the
adjustments it introduces will themselves have consequences that can
not be foreseen. The major stresses placed on the state in the 1980s will
stem from economic dislocations and the responses of large groups to
them. 39 By making the political scene more complex and allowing in
creased competition, the state has permitted built-up pressures against
it to subside, at least temporarily. But the long-term effect requires gov
ernment leadership that can view these political consequences in the
broadest possible context, foresee some of them before they occur, and
most importantly, muster the skills necessary to negotiate successfully
with large groups. Bureaucratic infighting is a fine skill for reaching
the top within the narrow confines of the Mexican political system, but
it is not very useful to the political broker who must handle mass
demonstrations.

In the 1960s, political technocrats were already a large minority
in the Mexican government, where they functioned as an interest
group within the bureaucracy that tried to persuade the politicians to
choose the alternatives they supported. 40 In one interesting case, tech
nocrats withheld information from the president, thereby limiting his
policy choices. Dale Story asserts that they "actually hid the true poten
tial of the oil wealth from Echeverria for fear that he would use it irre
sponsibly."41 Now, rather than influencing decisions with their advice,
they are making most of their own decisions directly. While earlier po
litical technocrats as subordinates widened the number of alternatives
from which the politician could choose by educating their political su
periors to new technical choices, political technocrats today choose
from a narrowing array of alternatives because they may be unaware of
or lack the ability to use the broadest range of political options.

Accompanying the changing characteristics of politicians in
Mexico is an important alteration in their relationship with another sig
nificant group, the intellectuals. Historically intellectuals served widely
in government, but at least since 1920, the pattern of intellectual involve-
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ment has changed. As intellectuals increasingly chose literary fields and
the social sciences over the traditional fields of law and medicine, they
abandoned government careers. Although they do not possess the mass
political skills of the older politicians, they are well educated as general
ists to serve in the political realm. But by deemphasizing the intellectuals'
role within the state, political technocrats increase the risk that the cul
tural elite will provide leadership for autonomous political groups or ally
themselves with dissidents in the middle class. 42 Thus as political
groups achieve autonomy in Mexico and as increased numbers of labor
groups pressure the government for their independence, a third group
consisting of intellectuals are expressing their independence from the
state.

Western-oriented political technocrats bring with them the bene
fits that a universal technology can offer developing societies. They also
carry the risk of emphasizing solutions that have little applicability in
Mexico. Moreover, the temptation exists in politics, as in Mexican sci
ence and culture, to borrow an approach already developed elsewhere,
thereby inhibiting the evolution of indigenous innovations, perspec
tives, and processes.43 To solve its problems, Mexico cannot ignore the
contributions of foreign ideas, but it must recognize that its problems
are uniquely Mexican and that in the past, the state has solved most of
these problems by evolving a uniquely Mexican process. The cynical
view of the traditional Mexican politician as self-serving and corrupt
that is widespread among educated groups may create unrealistic ex
pectations that the new administrative class, the political technocrats,
can solve all of Mexico's problems. 44 Political technocrats do not have all
the answers to Mexico's problems any more than did traditional politi
cians. But in the 1980s, political technocrats must prepare themselves
to deal with the issues of the decade by maximizing their political as
well as technical skills and by remembering the most important lesson
taught by postrevolutionary politicians-that is, that the answers to
Mexico's problems are Mexican.
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